
BRINGING YOUR VIS ION TO LIFE





Steel, stone, wood, brick, slate...

There’s no shortage of potential material choices for the architect,

specifier, interior designer or discerning homeowner looking

to create an impressive and unique structure. But none of these

materials can ever compare to glass.

Glass creates a feeling of light and space. It gives an unrivalled

viewpoint on the drama of the world outside – whether

that’s a brooding night sky or a busy city street. And it enhances

themood and lifts the soul.

And, if you’re considering a glazed structure for your next

major project, few companies are better placed tomeet your

needs than K2 architectural systems.

V I S IONS REAL I S ED IN GLAS S





Being part of this group gives us access to considerable

expertise and resources. It enables us to provide

complete solutions to your project needs. Specifically,

K2 architectural systems can:

• Provide budget or detailed costings for your project

• Create scheme or full drawings and specifications

• Specify, manufacture and supply quality

assured products

• Construct andmanage the project to completion

Our one-stop shop capability gives you the benefit of one

single point of contact and one consistent level of quality

throughout. Alternatively, if required, we can dovetail

our services with those of other suppliers and contractors.

The choice – and the flexibility – is yours.

A COMPLE T E SOLU T IONS PROV IDER

K2 architectural systems is part of the £multi-million BurndenGroup plc – a globally operating

provider of engineering and construction related products and services. The groups

in-house extrusion division enables us to exercise total quality control over the complete

manufacturing process and shorten the supply chain. In addition our dedicated

R&D department ensures that product developments make their way from the drawing

board to themarketplace in the quickest possible time.





At the heart of K2 architectural systems’ ability

to meet your needs is a range of superior

products. Engineered to excellence from the

ground up, every component of every

system has been intelligently designed and

rigorously tested to ensure ultimate levels

of quality, performance and aesthetic appeal.

We use aluminium as the backbone to our

structures due to its strength, versatility,

lightweight nature and resistance to the

elements and PVC-u for its insulating properties.

What’s more, our systems can be tailored to

your own specific requirements, and are

complemented by a variety of ancillary

products and glazing – including our own high

performance glass. Plus, as all components

are produced ‘in-house’, we canmonitor and

maintain standards at every stage.

SO LU T IONS S E T ON SOL ID FOUNDAT IONS





With K2 architectural systems, you have the freedom to use your

imagination. Thanks to the versatility of our products and the considerable

experience of our team, we are able to create structures of a truly

individual and highly creative nature. A fact perhaps best demonstrated

by the images shown here.

O F F ER ING YOU A BLANK CANVAS





D I SCOVER THE L IM I T L E S S POS S I B I L I T I E S

Limited clearances. Unusual shapes. Exacting specifications. Ornate or

intricate styling. There are all sorts of reasons why youmight think the use of

a glazed roof for a particular application is unpractical. However at

K2 architectural systems,we specialise inmaking the seemingly unachievable

achievable and have a long track record of delivering solutions to even

themost complicated briefs.





Whether you’re thinking university style quadrangle or stately courtyard,

entrance canopy or playground, K2 architectural systems can help you turn these

areas andmanymore like them in to all year round, all weather spaces.

Through the addition of a glazed roof, the area is protected from the elements but

without sacrificing on the sense of freedom and levels of light that come from

being in the open air.

D E L I V ER ING OUT S ID E V I EWS
W I TH IN S ID E COMFOR T





As well as creative roofs, complicated roofs

and roofs designed for enclosed spaces,

K2 architectural systems can provide a full

range of large span solutions. Maybe

you’re thinking about utilising glass to create

an airy swimming pool enclosure. Perhaps

you’d like to use glazing as the basis of

an extension to a commercial premises such

as a pub or a restaurant. Whatever your

requirement, we have the ability to meet

your needs – and in a way that exceeds

every expectation.

E XCE L L ENCE AT ANY L ENGTH





In the past using a glazed roof meant a limited

design choice. K2 architectural systems however

changes all that and through our extensive

product portfolio we can offer you an impressive

degree of design freedom. As part of this, you

have the following options:

Colour

• Full RAL and British Standard paint ranges

• Unique golden oak, rosewood, green and

mahogany wood grained foils

Glazing

• 16, 25 & 35mmpolycarbonate

• 24mm sealed glass units

Roof Pitches

• Mono 5° – 37.5°

• Duo17.5° – 37.5°

IMPRE S S I V E DE S IGN
AND TECHN ICAL CAPAB I L I T I E S





F ROM CONCEP T TO REAL I T Y

You’ve discovered the possibilities, recognised the potential and seen the past

achievements of K2 architectural systems. But this brochure can only give a hint as to

the true extent of our expertise and abilities. To fully appreciate our ability to realise

your vision in glass, why not contact us for an informal discussion on your needs?

Simply call +44 (0)1204 554 567

The sooner you do, the sooner we can take your next project from concept to reality.



K2 architectural systems
BurndenWorks, Burnden Road, Bolton, Lancashire BL3 2RB
Tel: +44 (0)1204 554 567
FreeFax: +44 (0)808 144 8000
email: enquiry@k2architectural.com

www.k2architectural.com
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